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Sensible desking that welcomes  
and inspires

Sense
Designed by Daniel Korb

Sense is a simple and elegant desking solution which fits seamlessly 
into the modern office landscape. Tools and accessories support a 
range of desking options which can be tailored to the character of 
each organisation, and the individuals and groups who work there. 
Sense has a clean and modern aesthetic that, when paired with our 
collaborative furniture and task seating, creates a welcoming, functional, 
and inspiring office where people want to be – and do their best work.



Sense 120-degree cluster of three for highly collaborative teams  

to encourage dialogue and discussion.

It’s easy to create and configure  

Sense in a variety of settings and 

styles. A simple set of components  

is all you need to build the structure  

of a single Sense desk. Add more to 

create multiple clusters of desks. 

Choose screens and accessories  

to tailor your work space.  

A Sensible Solution

With its streamlined design, Sense is easy to specify and install.  
A range of practical features and accessories is available; from  
wire management baskets, to attachable power sockets, screens, 
trays, drawers and other storage options. It is a simple and cost-
effective way to bring people together, encourage collaboration  
and increase productivity. 

Elegant Design

Sense is intelligently designed to ensure simplicity of use. It has a 
clean aesthetic, which makes it an elegant addition to the workplace. 
Sense is available in a range of complementary colours, materials  
and finishes to suit many styles and tastes, and to complement  
chairs and other furniture. 

Smart Choices

Whether it’s configured as meeting tables, standing-height tables, 
individual desks, 120-degree desks or team clusters of bench desking, 
Sense can cater to a wide variety of settings. When combined with 
accessories like a unique tool bar and attachable storage, Sense 
becomes the smart companion for the modern office worker.



For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call +44 1225 794000.
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Details and Features

Paper tray 

Power 

Pen pot 

DrawersPin board 

Mini shelf and pen tray 

For full features and options available for Sense,  
please visit hermanmiller.com

About Daniel Korb

“The age of Leonardo da Vinci is gone”, notes designer Daniel Korb, 
“but still I believe a holistic view to the world is needed”. Baden, 
Switzerland, is the vantage point for Korb’s perspective. It’s where  
he was born and the place where he and his wife Susan operate  
Korb + Korb, which they founded in 1989.

Like many leading designers of modern office furniture, Korb started  
as an architect. Since then, his design expertise has broadened and his 
inspiration refined. Today, his creativity finds expression in architecture, 
communication and design. The intersection of these disciplines 
results in innovative ideas and, ultimately, smarter end products. Daniel Korb 

 


